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SECTIONAL CURVATURE
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1. Introduction.

It is well known that a Kahler space of constant holomorphic sectional cur-
vature is an Einstein space (Yano [13]). The main purpose of the present paper is
to generalize this result to a Zf-space (Theorem 4. 4). Preliminary facts will be
given in § 2. In § 3, we shall prepare some lemmas for the proof of main theorem.
Particularly, we shall prove some lemmas about the iΓ-space of constant holomorphic
sectional curvature. In §4, we shall prove the main theorem and some related
theorems on the generalized Chern-form.

2. Preliminaries.

Let M be an w-dimensional (n>2) almost Hermitian manifold with Hermitian
structure (F/, gjt), i.e., with an almost complex structure F/ and a positive definite
Riemannian metric tensor gμ satisfying

(2.1) FfFJ^-ty

(2.2) 0uFSF%

9=Qjt.

If an almost Hermitian structure satisfies

(2.3)

where Fj denotes the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to the
Riemannian connection and Fji=F/gti, then the manifold is called a K-space (or
Tachibana space, or nearly Kahler manifold).

Now, in a if-space let l?*yΛ Rβ=Rhjih and R=gJίRji be Riemannian curvature
tensor, Ricci tensor and scalar curvature respectively. Then we have the following
identities [7], [8]:

(2.4)

(2.5) FhkFΨtFjh=:RkJ-R*jk, or VΨtF3

h=Fh\Rjl-R*lj\
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where P = gίαfα and R*Jt = (l/2)Fδαi?δαί ίF/,

(2. 6) ^ = F j b F t

a R b a , R*μ=F»F«R*ba,

(2.7) R*ji=R*%j9

(2.8) FjFts(FίF
ts) = Rji-R*Jί,

where Fji = Ft

ιgίJ\ and

(2. 9) FjFih(FJFίh) = R-R*=constant>0,

where R*=
Since we have TkJiFkRjihi=0 for any skew-symmetric tensor Γ*y<, we get

(2.10)

As (ll2)FiR* = FJR*ji in a ϋΓ-space [5], we have

(2.11) F*(Rίk-R*ik)= -ί- F4(Λ-Λ*)=0.

3. Some lemmas.

In general, it is well known that the differential form

is closed in any almost Hermitian manifold, where

Kji=2Rjir

tFt

r-FsKFjFrψiFt

r

>

which is called the generalized Chern-form [8].
In a iΓ-space, taking account of (2. 8), we have

(3. 1) &ji =

Recently, A. Gray proved the following

LEMMA 3. 1. (Gray [1]) In a K-space, the relation

(3.2) Rjist-RbastFJ

bFz-=-(FjFι

r)FsFtrf

(3.3) RjiHt-FSFtFSFSRa**^

hold good.

Moreover, the present authors proved the following

LEMMA 3. 2. (Takamatsu and Watanabe [11]) In a K space, we have
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(3. 4) ?nSn=- -γ{Sr

where S^Rβ-R*^.

Now we have the following

LEMMA 3. 3. In a K-space, the relation

(3. 5) S*\Rhjih - 5RkmFibFh

a)=0

holds good.

Proof. If we transvect (3. 2) with FhF
Ji, then we have, taking account of

(2. 4) and (2. 8),

2(FhF^)RJist=-Sh

rFsFtr.

Applying Fh to this equation, we have, by (2.10) and (2.11),

2(F*FhFV)Rm= -Sh

rFhFsFtr,

or by Ricci's identity and ShrFsFhFtr-0,

2{FhFhF^)Rm=S/( - FsF
hFtr+RhstaFar+R\raFta)

(3.6)

=Sh

r(R\atFr«-R\arFt«).

Transvecting (3. 6) with Fk\ we have,

(3. 7) 2Fk\FhFhF^)Rjist=Shr(Rhsjcr -Λwα/VF r

β).

Substituting (2. 5) into (3. 7), we obtain

2FkΨa

jSaiRm = S Λ r (i?^ r - RlutaFlΐFr*),

or by Bianchi's identity,

(3. 8) 2FkΨaJSai(Riφ+Rtjis)=SΛr(i?Λsλr - RhstaFkΨr

a).

Moreover, making use of F^S^-FΛS"-', (3.8) reduces to

(3. 9) 4FkΨa'RtfuSΛi = &r(Rh.tr-Rh«ΛFkΨra),

from which we have (3. 5).

Transvecting (3. 5) with gkh, we have the following

LEMMA 3. 4. (Takamatsu [10]) In a K-space, the relation

(3.10)
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LEMMA 3. 5. In a K space, we have

(3.11) (Rw-RtjtaFW)S't= -j-(3#* r+i?** r)S f t

r.

Proof. By Ricci's identity, we have

(3.12) PhFiSsi - PiFhSΛ=RMm,Sιm+RmmtSs

m.

Transvecting (3.12) with giι, we have, by virture of (2.11),

(3.13) i? f e t«S»=R^Sr - PΨtSn.

Now, applying Vi to (3. 4), we have

(3.14)

Let us calculate the right hand side of (3.14). By Ricci's identity and (3. 2), we
have

F,Fm

r - FsFtFm

r = RuarFm

a - Rum>Ft

r

(3.15) =Fm

a{Ruar-RumFr

=FM

a(-FiF«)PaF
rt.

Multiplying both sides of (3.15) by S^F^™, we have

Thus, the first term of the right hand side of (3.14) reduces to

(3.16) Sr{(PΨrF>m)F^= - VΨsψ
τFM)Sn.

For the third term, by (3. 2), (3. 4), (3. 9) and (VΨm

r)Fh

m=(PτFh™)Fm\ we have

FlSrs(FiFm

r)Fnm= - ~

(3.17) = - - i- {StsSh'+Str(FtFm)FhFr

m
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The fourth term, making use of (2. 5), reduces to

(3. 18) Srs^ΨiF^F^^SrsS^.

Substituting (3. 16), (3. 17) and (3. 18) into (3. 14), we have

(3. 19) FΨhSsι = - j - Ss

rShr - FH'FJRWSS*1.

Thus, making use of (3. 19), from (3. 13), we have

1

or

from which we have (3. 11).

LEMMA 3. 6. In a K-space, we have

(3.20) SRkjih=
lb

(3. 21) S^RwaFtFn" = 4 " Tkh,

(3. 22) S»Fh

rFk*RrJiq= 4 - Tu,

O

Λ = Thk = (3i?fcr + i?*A;r)S,Λ

Proo/. First, by (3.11) and Sji=Si3} Tkh = Thk is easily verified. (3. 20) and (3. 21)
immediately follow from simultaneous equation (3. 5) and (3.11) with respect to
SJiRkjih, SJίRkjbaFrbFh

a. For (3. 22), making use of Bianchi's identity, (2. 6) and
(3. 21), we have

Fk'( - RjirQ - R%rjq)

=ShΨt/Fk

(ιRτjrq

(3. 23)

LEMMA 3. 7. In a K-space, we have

(3. 24) rt 4
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Proof. Calculating the square of both sides of (3. 4), we have

(3.25) 2PkSβ(FkS^)=S\SH(FlιF]m)PbF^+SMS>>K!7ιίFjm)FbFι"'.

Substituting (2. 8) and (3. 2) into (3. 25), by (3. 20) and (3. 21), we obtain

- s « ( Ί | - τM- -ί-
\ ID ID

Lastly, we shall state some lemmas for a if-space of constant holomorphic
sectional curvature.

Let k be a holomorphic sectional curvature of an almost Hermitian space with
respect to a vector Xh, that is,

If &=constant with respect to any vector at any point of the space, then the
space is called a space of constant holomorphic sectional curvature. We know the
following

LEMMA 3. 8. (Mizusawa and Koto [4]) If an almost Hermitian space is a
space of constant holomorphic sectional curvature, then the curvature tensor of the
space satisfies the following relation:

Rkjih + Rtjkh — F]cqFh\Rljίq + Rijlq)

kp+Rkhmp)
(3. 27)

- Fk

qF/(RiMq + Rι^

= - AkFk

qFip(gqpghj + gqhgJP + gqjgPh).

For a Tί-space of constant holomorphic sectional curvature, we know the following

LEMMA 3. 9. (Koto [2], Takamatsu [9]) In a K-space of constant holomorphic
sectional curvature, we have

(3. 28) Rkr + 3i?*fcr = (n + 2)kgkr,
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or

(3. 29) Rkr + 3R*kr =

where k is positive constant.

LEMMA 3. 10. In a K-space of constant holomorphic sectional curvature k, we
have

(3. 30) (Rkr - 5R*kr)SirSkι=2k(S2 - nSkιS
u),

where S=R-R*.

Proof. Transvecting (3. 27) with ShJ and making use of (3. 3), we have,

(Rkjih + R%jkh)&> - Fk

qFh\RlJiq + R

(3. 31)
- Fk

qF/(Rihlq + Rlhtq)&" + (RJkM

Then, substituting (3. 20), (3. 21) and (3. 22) into (3. 31) and making use of (2. 6),
we have

" ( π Tu+ Jβ Tik) - {Ύ TU+ ΊeTu)

(3. 32) - ( i , Tkl+ j - Tk) - ( i- Tu+ ± Tk) - (-1 TU+ 4- Γtt

From (3. 32), by Tkι=Tik) we have

i.e.

(3. 33) (3i?ftr + Λ**r)Sir - 2k(Sgki+2Skz).

Then forming (3. 33)-2S/X(3. 28), we have

(Rkr - 5R*kr)Sir - 2k{Sgki - nSkt).

Thus, transvecting this last equation with Sk\ we have
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Moreover, we know the following

LEMMA 3. 11. (Sawaki and Yamagata [6]) In a K-space of constant holomor-
phic sectional curvature, we have

(3.34)
an

(3. 35) (Rn - 5#* n)(R^ - 5R*Jί) =—(R+3#*)(5#* - R),

n

and

(3.36) R*<R^5R*.

LEMMA 3.12. Let M be a K-space of constant holomorphic sectional curvature.
Then, in order that M is an Einstein space, it is necessary and sufficient that
R=5R*.

Proof. For sufficiency, taking account of (3. 29) and (3. 35), we can easily see
that M is an Einstein space.

Conversely, if Mis an Einstein space, then from (3. 29), we have R*ji = (R*ln)gji.
Therefore we have Rμ — R* μ = {(R—R*)jri)g μ, from which we get i?=5i?*, by virture
of (3.10).

4. Theorems.

THEOREM 4.1. Let M be a K-space such that

Then M is an Einstein space.

Proof. Substituting (4. 1) into (3. 5), we have

(4.2) Rji = 5R*ji.

Transvecting (4. 1) and (4. 2) with gjί, we have

(4.3) R-R* = na, R=5R*f

respectively.

Substituting (4. 2) and (4. 3) into (4. 1), we have

- —
n

Since a 6-dimensional if-space satisfies the condition (4. 1) [10], we have
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COROLLARY 4. 2. (Matsumoto [3]) A ^-dimensional K-space is an Einstein space.

If the generalized Chern-form K vanishes, then from (3.1), we have

Therefore from (3. 24), we get FkSji=0. But, we know that if a symmetric tensor
Eji is parallel in an irreducible Riemannian space, then Eji=cgji where c is constant.

Consequently, by virture of Theorem 4.1, we have

COROLLARY 4. 3. An irreducible K-space with vanishing generalized Chern-form
K is an Einstein space.

THEOREM 4. 4. A K-space of constant holomorphic sectional curvature is an
Einstein space.

Proof. Substituting (3. 34) into (3. 30), we have

(Rkr - 5R%r)S\Sk'=2&(S2 - nSktS
kί)

(4.4)

=k(R-R*)(R-5R*).

On the other hand, making use of (4. 4), from (3. 24), we have

(4. 5) (?£»)?*&*= -^-k(R-R*XR-5R*).

In the above equations (4. 5), since k>0 and R—R*>0, we have

(4.6) R

Comparing (4. 6) with (3. 36), we have R=5R*.
Consequently, by virture of Lemma 3.12, the proof of the theorem is complete.

COROLLARY 4. 5. The generalized Chern-form K of a K-space of constant
holomorphic sectional curvature vanishes.

Proof. By Theorem 4.4 and Lemma 3.12, we have R=5R*. Hence, from
(3. 35), we have Rji = 5R*ji which shows that K=0.
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